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Thanks for the Society sponsoring me to the 5th Cross-Strait Pediatric

Respirology Scientific Meeting held in Taipei on April 21, 2013. This is

the first time I attended the exchange among the respirologists in

Mainland, Taiwan and Hong Kong. I was deeply impressed by the

research of very high quality that had been conducted on the both

sides of the strait.

The lectures covered the various areas of the paediatric respirology, including neonatal respiratory

diseases, childhood upper and lower chest infections, asthma, obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome as

well as the paediatric critical care medicine.

In the area of neonatology, Prof. Tsu-Fuh Yeh, Taipei, gave the lecture on the current evidence-based

management on neonatal respiratory distress syndrome.

With respect to respiratory infection, invasive pneumococcal disease (IPD) was the main theme owing

to its profound impact on morbidity and mortality. Prof. Sen-Kong Dai, Kaohsiung, discussed the improved

protection of IPD after transition of vaccination from 7-valent pneumococcal conjugated vaccine (PCV7)

to PCV13. Dr. Shu-Yan Lam, Hong Kong, shared the epidemiology of IPD in Hong Kong and

Prof. Frank Lu, Taipei, gave the algorithm how to manage empyema by using non-surgical approach.

Other lectures relating to respiratory infections included the surveillance study in Chong Qing Children

Hospital on all possible respiratory viral pathogens by performing multiplex polyermase chain reaction.

Another epidemiological study on the community acquired pneumonia and the antibiotic resistance in

Beijing Children Hospital was also shared. Prof. Gary Wong discussed the paradigm shift of antibiotic

use for complicated pneumonia based on the recent surge of antibiotic resistance of Pneumococcus

towards third generation cephalosporin/carbapenem, as well as increased incidence of macrolide-

resistant mycoplasma pneumonia in our locality.

In the topic of asthma, Prof. Chen, Jiangxi, shared their local model in the management of childhood

asthma. Prof. Gary Wong suggested the necessity of using new concept of asthma based on "endotype",

as asthma should no longer be treated as single disease but rather a syndrome. Thus personalised

medicine should then be adopted based on each individual's unique characteristics.

In the area of paediatric critical care medicine, Prof. Ellis Hon gave the lecture on management of

submersion injury, whereas Dr. Daniel Ng showed the promising results on the use bubble CPAP and

high-flow nasal cannula over the current CPAP modalities.

The oral presentations also included some studies of high quality. There were animal studies as well as

clinical (human) studies. One animal study investigated the effect of intratracheal Budenoside on piglets

of induced meconium aspiration syndrome. Another one examined the change in cytokine production

after a hypoxic challenge on rat alveoloar macrophage. The last one gave the evidences how preceding

human metapneumovirus inoculation had altered the severity of the subsequent murine pneumococcal

infection based on the change in bacterial titre, cytokine level and histopathology of murine lungs. One

clinical study examined the correlation between the neck circumference and childhood obstructive sleep

apnoea (OSA), whereas another study explored how desaturation index could be used as the screening

test for OSA.

To conclude, this conference has provided me an invaluable opportunity to perceive how advanced in

scientific research and clinical management that our neighbours have done over these several years.
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I had the honor of being granted a mini-fellowship to attend the Academic Forum on children's diffuse

parenchymal lung disease (DPLD)/interstitial lung disease (ILD) in Beijing. Different from the usual

Research Cooperative Group meeting that I attended before, this meeting was more academic based

with lectures focused on various aspects of DPLD/ILD.

Prof. Annick Clement from France was the invited overseas speaker for this year. Her lecture was on

"Paediatric Diffuse Parenchymal Lung Diseases". I was particularly impressed by her explanation of

alveolar epithelium and epithelial-mesenchymal transition on pathophysiology of ILD. It was detail but

clear. The complicated concept and study results were well illustrated for easy understanding.

Lectures on different disease entity, diagnostic approach, radiological imaging interpretations, genetic

investigations and management were given by various experts in mainland China. They were sound

and educational. Among them, I was particularly interested on lectures which focused on radiological

interpretation. Imaging of different diseases was put up to for illustration and the need to pick up subtle

changes for diagnosis was well demonstrated.

As a whole, this academic forum was well organised and recommended for those who are in interested

in DPLD/ILD.


